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Abstract
Aiming at different service quality requirements under different circumstances of
wireless sensor network (WSN), harmony search (HS) algorithm is used to solve the lowdelay and low-energy double-objective optimization problem in wireless sensor
networks. First, analyze the low-delay and low-energy model, and establish the objective
function. Then, use the priority-based path encoding algorithm to update harmony
memory iteratively while searching the optimal path. Finally, simulation of 100-node
network is carried out by using Matlab. The results show that sensor network data
transmission path can be controlled according to the users’ needs of delay and power.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of large amounts of wireless sensor nodes,
which have the features of high adaptability, large coverage area, and high fault
tolerance. Meanwhile, WSNs are compact, light-weighted, and battery-powered devices
wireless sensor networks. Because of these unique characteristics, they are employed in
a wide range of applications in military and national security, environmental monitoring,
and many other fields. Most of the time, wireless sensor nodes are located in harsh
physical environments. Sensor nodes are severely constrained by the amount of battery
power available, limiting the lifetime and quality of the network. Sensor nodes must save
their scarce energy by all means and stay active in order to maintain the required sensing
coverage of the environment [1].
Energy efficiency is one of the key design issues that need to be enhanced in order to
improve the life span of the network. And more attention has been paid to above energy
issue [2]. Many of the energy saving algorithms are clustering-based schemes such as
Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [3], Power-Efficient Gathering in
Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS) [4], and Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [5].
With the development and wide use of wireless sensor networks, other factors
influencing the performance of WSNs are also needed to take into consideration. Among
these factors, the factor that minimizes delay to ensure the WSN real-time performance
is one higher performance requirement. At present, the study about network delay
mainly focuses on congestion control. Most of the energy saving algorithms focuses on
clustering algorithms, such as above mentioned LEACH, PEGASIS, and CTP. These
methods are realized through hierarchical data packets. These methods perform direct
data transmission between nodes and base station. Both transmission distance and
energy consumption is reduced. Queue competition among cluster members exits when
data is transmitted to cluster head node. At the same time, multiple-hops data are sent to
base station to increase the network delay is increased. So, the real-time performance of
WSN is affected.
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Harmony search (HS) is a recently developed meta-heuristic algorithm that mimics
the improvisation process of music players [6-8]. The HS algorithm, which demonstrates
several advantages over traditional optimization techniques, has been successfully used
in a wide variety of engineering optimization problems [9-11].
In this paper, a HS based method for selecting the WSN optimal path is proposed to
realize the double objective optimization, which not only minimizes the transmission
energy consumption but also decreases network transmission delay.

2. WSN Model Establishment
2.1. Path Transmission Delay
Path transmission delay is the time that data packet is transmitted from the source
node to destination node. Data packet will transmit in multiple hop mode.
Intermediate node is as the transfer station to reduce the single transmission
distance, which inevitably leads to network delay. The total network
communication delay is composed of four parts [12].
(1) Processing delay: Processing time that node receives and then forwards
data.
(2) Queue delay: Queue time for multiple data passing through a certain same
node.
(3) Transmission delay: Transmission time for the total data group transmitting
from the first byte to the last byte.
(4)
Propagation delay: Time consumption for data propagating in the
transmission media.
Processing delay is determined by the node processor. Transmission delay and
propagation delay is decided by network bandwidth and propagation speed
respectively. These three network delays are constant for a certain network. So the
same weights are assigned for them. These three delays are regarded as only
having relation with the number of hops in transmission path. It is obvious that
there are more intermediate nodes and there is the more delay. The network delay
for single node is  . If we want to reduce queue delay, we have to restrict data
flow as little as possible to pass through a certain same node to decrease the
completion in data transmission.
Network delay for waiting a data packet is  and k data packets wait for reception,
the network delay is k   . Suppose P is the only transmission path from
V 0 to V n . P = (V 0 , V 1 ,... V i ,..., V n ) , where V i ( i  n ) is the intermediate node in that
path. d i

is the transmission delay between node i and node i -1, and

then d i    k i  . Thus, network delay D p corresponding path P can be expressed
as
Dp 

n



i 1

di

(1)

Suppose there are m paths from node V to V , the probability of each path to be
selected can be expressed as
0

f1 

n

1/ Dp



m
j 1

(2)

1/ Dp

2.2. Network Consumption Model
Since energy consumption is always a key issue in the investigation of wireless
sensor networks, the aim of this paper is, therefore, to achieve the proposed
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network structure while keeping the energy consumption in the data collection
process at low value. A wireless sensor node can be considered as a device, which
is composed of three major units, the microcontroller unit (MCU), the transceiver
unit (TCR), and the sensor board (SB). Each of these units will consume a certain
amount of energy. The energy consumed by sensor node i can be expressed as
(3)
where E
denotes the energy consumed by MCU; E
the energy consumed
by TCR, and E
the energy consumed by SB. E
can be further expressed as
E
 E
(d )
= E
(4)
where E
denotes the energy consumed by TCR in receive mode, and
E
( d ) the energy consumed by TCR transmitting for a distance d .
Thus, the total energy consumed by n-nodes wireless sensor network can be expressed
as
E i _ SN  E i _ M C U  E i _ TC R  E i _ SB

i _ MCU

i _ TCR

i _ TCR

i _ SB

i _ TCR

i _ TCR _ RX

i _ TCR _ TX

i

i _ TCR _ RX

i _ TCR _ TX

i

i

E TOT ( N )
N





( E i _ M C U  E i _ TC R _ RX  E i _ TC R _ TX ( d i )  E i _ SB )

(5)

i 1
N

 C1 



E i _ TCR _ TX (d i )

i 1

N

where

C1 



( E i _ M C U  E i _ TC R _ RX  E i _ SB )

is constant.

i 1

In equation (5), E i _ TCR

_ TX

( d i ) can be expressed as
 E i _ T C R _ E C  E i _ T C R _ F S d i , d i  d 0
(d i )  
4
 E i _ T C R _ E C  E i _ T C R _ A M P d i , d i  d 0
2

E i _ TCR _ TX

where
TCR,

E i _ TCR

E i _ TCR

_ EC

denotes the energy consumed by the electronic circuitry of
and

_ FS

E i _ TCR

the

_ AMP

energy

amplification

corresponding to data transmission distance. Suppose threshold value
when d

 d0 ,

(6)

coefficients
d0 

E

fs

，

E amp

free space model is adapted to compute, and energy consumption is

proportional to d ; when d
2

i

 d0,

multiple attenuation model is adopted to compute

and energy consumption is proportional to d .
The total energy consumption can be expressed in a more compact form
4

i

N

E TOT ( N )  C1  C 2  C 3   d i

2

(7)

i 1

where C 2

 E i _ TCR _ EC ; 

is amplification coefficient;  is 2 or4. In the modeling

process, data transmission distance between two points is less than d 0 , and the
model can be simplified as
N

E TOT ( N )  C1  C 2  C 3  d i

2

(8)

i 1

N

From equation (8), reducing



2

di

can minimize the network energy

i 1

consumption. Suppose there are m paths from node V 0 to V n ，the probability of
each path to be selected can be expressed as
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f2 

1/ Ep



(9)

m
j 1

1/ Ep

3. Principles of Harmony Search
Harmony search (HS) is a music-inspired evolutionary algorithm, mimicking the
improvisation process of music players. HS is simple in concept, few in
parameters, and easy in implementation, with theoretical background of stochastic
derivative [13-17]. HS mimics the improvisation process of musicians during
which each musician plays a note for finding a best harmony all together . When
applied to optimization problems, the musicians typically represent the decision
variables of the cost function, and HS acts as a meta-heuristic algorithm which
attempts to find a solution vector that optimizes this function. In such a search
process, each decision variable (musician) generates a value (note) for finding a
global optimum (best harmony).HS algorithm, therefore, has a novel stochastic
derivative (for discrete variable) based on musician’s experience, rather than
gradient (for continuous variable) in differential calculus. HS uses five parameters,
including three core parameters such as the size of harmony memory (HMS), the
harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), and the maximum number of
iterations T m a x , and two optional ones such as the pitch adjustment rate (PAR)
and the adjusting bandwidth (later developed into fret width) (FW). The number of
musicians N is defined by the problem itself and is equal to the number of
variables in the optimization function.
HS imposes fewer mathematical requirements and does not require initial value
settings of the decision variables. Therefore, it is potential to be implemented in
real-time systems like WSNs. When applied to solve the problems depicted in this
context, HS consists of five main steps as explained below [17].
Step 1: Initialize the Optimization Problem and Algorithm Parameters
Optimization problem can depicted as
m in f ( x )
s .t .

where

f (x)

(10)

x i  X i , i  1, 2 ..., N

is the objective function;

x

is the solution vector which is composed

of decision variable x i , i=1, 2… N; the domain of each decision variable is X i . For
discrete
variable
.
For
continuous
X  ( x (1), x ( 2 ), ..., x ( K ))
i

i

i

i

variable X i : x i  X i  x i ; N is the number of decision variables; K is the
possible number of discrete variable. HMS, HMCR, PAR, FW, Tmax should be
initialized.
L

U

Step 2: Initialize the Harmony Memory (HM)
Randomly
1

2

vectors x , x ,... x
 x1

2
 x
HM 
 
 HMS
 x

24

HMS

generate HM with a HMS
number of solution
. The HM with the size of HMS can be represented by

1
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f (x ) 
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Step 3: Improvise a New Harmony Memory for the HM
Generate a new harmony vector x i'

 ( x1 , x 2 ,  , x N )
'

'

'

.

'

xi

is generated using

 x i  H M ( i ) w ith p r o b a b ility H M C R
'
xi   '
 x i  x c a n d ia te w ith p r o b a b ility ( 1 - H M C R )
'

(12)

where H M ( i ) is the ith column of the HM. HMCR is defined as the probability
of selecting a component from the H M ( i ) members, and (1 - H M C R ) is the
probability of generating it randomly from the set of candidates. If x is generated
from the HM, then it is further modified or mutated according to PAR. The PAR
determines the probability of a candidate from the HM to be mutated and
(1 - H M C R ) is the probability of doing nothing.
The pitch adjustment for the selected x is given by
'

i

'

i


 x i  H M w ith p ro b a b ility P A R
'
xi  
'
x j w ith p ro b a b ility (1 - P A R )


n

(13)

where x is the nearest node whose energy is greater than the average residual
energy. After each new element x is selected, it is eliminated from the set of
cluster head candidates to avoid duplicated node.
n

i

n

i

Step 4: Update the HM
The newly generated harmony vector is evaluated in terms of the objective
function value. If the objective function value for the new harmony vector is better
than the objective function value for the worst harmony in the HM, then new
harmony is included in the HM and the existing worst harmony is excluded from
the HM. The solution vector with the smallest fitness value can be considered the
optimal solution of the problem in the current iteration.
Step 5: Go to Step 3 until Termination Criterion is reached
The current best solution is selected from the HM after the termination criterion
is satisfied. This is the solution for the optimization problem formulated.

4. WSN Model Solution Based on HS
4.1. Encoding for Path Problem
When harmony search is applied to WSN data transmission, the difficult problem
is how to encode a path in a network graph into harmony memory. Meanwhile, the
encoding technique in turn affects the effectiveness of a solution/search process.
There are several encoding schemes for solving this problem [18-21]. Here, a
priority-based path encoding algorithm is adopted [18].
Suppose N is the node number in WSN. Node ID is from 1 to N . V pk denotes
m ax

m ax

k

the node set to be selected to enter transmission path. x represents the variable in
harmony memory. This variable is assigned to random number between
and  2 / N .The path starts from 1 and generate one after another. When a
2 / N
m ax

m ax

new node joins V pk , a greater negative priority value

 2 / N m ax

is assigned to the

variable corresponding to the node, and that node is difficult to be selected again.
The more detailed description is as follows.
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Step 1: Initiate the Parameters. k=1, V pk  {1} , t k =1, x

k

(t )   2 / N

;

k

m ax

Step 2: Determine Whether Termination Criterion is reached. If
k
k 1
t  V p , jump to Step 4; Otherwise, k=k+1, jump to Step 3.

t

k

 N

m ax

or

k 1

Step 3: Path Expansion. Select node t having data link. Determine the node
with the maximum priority as next node t k , V pk  {V pk  1 , t k } ， x ( t )   2 / N ，
k

k

m ax

jump to Step 2.
Step 4: Path Completion. If termination node obtained last is the objective
node, the generated set V pk is the valid path; if termination node is not the
objective node, the generated set V pk is invalid path.
Take N =20 for example, generate 20 nodes randomly within 100*100 region.
The transmission radius of each node is R. Here R=50. If the distance between two
nodes is less than 50, they are adjacent nodes. Data package is transmitted from
node 1 to node 20. The network topological structure is Figure 1. Meanwhile,
randomly generate encoding scheme as shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Topology of the Network
From the topological structure, node 1 can exchange data with node 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.
Compare the variable priority value corresponding to 2, 3, 5, 6, 7. Select node 3 as
the node of next hop. Assign -10 to node 1 and make sure that node 1 will not be
selected as intermediate node in the following search. Meanwhile, node 3 has data
linkage with node 2, 4, 5,9,10. Determine node as the next intermediate node. In
the same way, transmission path V = {1, 3, 4, 8, 17, 20} is obtained.
4.2. Flow Chart Based on HS
According to the network model, two factors, network delay and communication
energy consumption constraint the network performance. Trough different
requirements about the above two aspects, delay and energy consumption have
different weights. Delay weight is  and consumption weight is  .     1 .
The quality of harmony vector is estimated by the objective function. By
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minimizing (maximizing) the objective function, the global optimal solution i s
obtained. The objective in this text can be expressed as
(14)
f  f   f
Considering the two aspects of network delay and energy consumption, the flow
chart of the algorithm is obtained as shown in Figure 2.
1

2

Table 1. Encoding Scheme
Node

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

20

Priority value
variable

-9

2

6

5

-8

3

-8

1
0

2

-7

-2

6

-2

-2

2

-6

9

-5

-6

4

Set
Set parameters
parameters HMS,
HMS, HMCR,
HMCR, PAR
PAR
and
and termination
termination criterion
criterion

Randomly
Randomly generated
generated HMS
HMS initial
initial priority
priority values
values
between(-Nmax/2,Nmax/2)
between(-Nmax/2,Nmax/2) constitute
constitute HM
HM

Compute
Compute objective
objective function
function

Three
Three ways
ways for
for generating
generating new
new solution
solution in
in
HM:
HM: memory
memory consideration,
consideration, pitch
pitch adjustment,
adjustment,
randomly
randomly generating
generating new
new solution
solution

Is
Is new
new solution
solution better
better than
than
old
old solution
solution in
in HM?
HM?
Y
Update
Update harmony
harmony memory
memory

Is
Is determination
determination condition
condition
satisfied?
satisfied?

N

Y
End
End

Figure 2. Flow Chart of the Algorithm
4.3. Results
Simulation of 100-nodes WSN is carried out using harmony search algorithm
under MATLAB. The distance between adjacent nodes, R, is less than 30.The
effect of different network delay and energy consumption on the network data
transmission path is analyzed.
For N=10, nodes distribution is shown in Figure 3.
For  =0，  =1;  =0.5，  =0.5;  =1，  =0; number of iterations Tmax
=1200. In Figure 4(a), horizontal coordinate is the number of iterations and vertical
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coordinate is energy consumption. In Figure 4(b), horizontal coordinate is the
number of iterations and vertical coordinate is the number of delay.
In Figure 4, after about 600 iterations, stable data transmission path can be
obtained. Simulation results show that harmony search algorithm can implement
the path establishment for wireless sensor network.
Consumption and delay number is shown in Table 2.
For  =0,  =1, consider energy consumption alone, the energy consumption is
2695.86 and delay is 10.4.
For  =1,  =0, consider delay alone, energy consumption is 3355.73 and delay
is 6.2.
For  =0.5,  =0.5, energy consumption is 2851.1 and delay is 7.4.

Figure 3. Nodes Distribution

Figure 4 (a). Energy of Network
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Figure 4 (b). Delay of Network

5. Conclusions
Harmony search is applied to solve the low-delay and low-energy doubleobjective optimization problem in wireless sensor networks. Delay and energy
consumption model is analyzed. While searching the optimal path, a priority -based
path encoding algorithm is adopted to update the harmony memory. After
simulation under Matlab, interaction between network delay and energy
consumption is vilified. According to the different requirements, the corresponding
optimal path is obtained.
Table 2. Data of Energy and Delay
Run time
Aim

Weight

Mean

1

2

3

4

5

2858.99

2436.55

2731.81

2747.57

2704.38

2695.86

2924.11

2964.95

2733.57

2779.11

2853.77

2851.10

3281.13

3354.57

3385.56

3337.92

3419.49

3355.73

10

12

11

10

9

10.4

7

7

7

7

9

7.4

6

7

6

6

6

6.2

  0,
 1

Energy
consumption(
2
C1 m )

  0 .5
  0 .5

  1,
  0

  0,
 1

Delay
（C 2  s ）

  0 .5
  0 .5

  1,
  0
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